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Hotel Distribution   By John Burns    

T
he way that travelers shop for flights, 
hotels and rental cars has massively 
changed.  There is no question that 

the hotel industry has recognized the shift as 
our customers moved from the traditional 
research and reservation paths to much dif-
ferent sources and methods.  

We know there has been a behavior 
change and we have a sense of what that 
change has been.  I do not believe, however, 
that we have asked ourselves the most im-
portant question: why did this change occur?  
Why did travelers become dissatisfied with 
our brochures, annual directories, Websites 
and reservation office staff?  Why did they 
move to new ways of looking for travel 
services?  As it relates to the hotel industry 
the dismissal of the traditional shopping 
tools by many of our guests is something 
to consider.  

Why Did Travelers Stop Trusting Us?
Understanding why travelers changed 

behaviors begins with identifying their pri-
orities.  Once the guests priorities are identi-
fied hoteliers can consider how well these 
priorities are being addressed. What char-
acteristics do travelers seek in a hotel and 
expect to find information about when they 
shop for accommodation?  In my experience 
they are four characteristics: convenience, 
comfort, security and value.  

Guests want lodging that is conve-
niently located, offers the desired level 
of comfort, meets their needs for physical 
security and, in its facilities, services and 
pricing, delivers what they consider to be 
good, acceptable value.

The failure of the hotel industry to 

Is All Lost for 
Hotel Brand WeBsites? 

describe and confirm that our hotels satisfy 
these needs has allowed travelers to move 
away from our Websites, our 800 numbers 
and our sales collateral.  The industry has 
failed to give them sufficient information to 
allow them to feel comfortable with our ser-
vices and reserve with us in confidence.  

As our the standard promotional 
efforts fell short of answering important 
questions−think convenience, comfort, 
security and value−travelers turned to the 
comparative new, Internet-enabled alterna-
tive to access what they perceived to be more 
extensive, accurate and honest information: 
other travelers.

New Information Sources for a 
Skeptical World

This replacement of traditional hotel 
information sources has occurred in two 
phases.  The first was the emergence of 
traveler feedback sites, the best known argu-
ably being TripAdvisor™ (now an operating 
company of Expedia, Inc.).  

Despite hotel operator fears about 
bogus reviews, this site and its emulators 
quickly gained credibility and users. Tri-
pAdvisor™, together with a proliferation of 
travel blogs, offered both deeper detail and 
what were generally seen to be, in total, valid 
and useful opinions on all matter of travel 
services, including hotels.  These so-called 
user-generated content Websites, providing 
greater detail and traveler verification of key 
facility and services as either acceptable (or 
inadequate) have filled a vacuum that hote-
liers allowed to develop.  

Further eroding our credibility glam-
our photography of our properties, too few 

guestroom photos (sometimes with the 
same shot used for multiple room types 
or even used for multiple hotels), and too 
little information from us (how deep is the 
swimming pool, what are the dining room 
hours, what is on the room service menu, is 
there 24-hour security on property) has left 
these and many other questions unanswered.  
The shopping resources that we offered to 
our potential guests fell short of address-
ing information needs.  As a consequence 
travelers happily embraced the alternative 
information sources.  

If widening awareness of sites such as 
TripAdvisor was phase one in this progres-
sion, phase two consisted of several incre-
mental but important developments.   First, 
traveler feedback Websites became more 
numerous and better known.  Second, 

these sites added 
more and more 
useful features, 
including maps 
a n d  b o o k i n g 
oppor tun i t i es , 
the latter (to the 
dismay of hotel 
operators) selling 
merchant model 
(e.g. relatively low 
revenue) rates.  

N e x t ,  t h e 
va lue  o f  f a s t -

emerging social media for discussing travel 
options and seeking community feedback 
became widely apparent. Travel service 
suppliers, including hoteliers, grappled to 
understand if viable promotional opportuni-
ties were present, and if so, how to capitalize 

Understanding 
why travelers 
changed 
behaviors begins 
with identifying 
their priorities.  
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on them.  Finally, some hotel brands sensing 
the undeniable influence of the travel discus-
sion in which they we increasingly inactive 
established blogs that they managed or added 
traveler feedback Website reviews of their ho-
tels to their branded Website.

As I survey the hotel reservations 
landscape I believe that we are well into 
phase three, which I think of as the era of 
the super search engine.  In the contest 
between Google.com and Bing.com, lodg-
ing search processes have become steadily 
more informative – maps, room rates, nearby 
attractions and events, dining options, neigh-
borhood view, etc. were added to enrichen 
the search process.  

For the moment their expanded and 
enhanced search activity and information 
delivery is the goal of these ubiquitous – and 
valuable - utilities.  Many people believe this 
will not always be the case.  As phase three 
draws to a close, I expect super search en-
gines to add tightly integrated booking func-
tions to their results displays.  In doing so 
they will have come a step closer to one-stop 
shopping for travelers, while hotels and travel 
suppliers will be further challenged to remain 
valid and vital participants in the travel shop-
ping process.

Is All Lost For Hotel Brand Websites?  
Not Necessarily

Yes, the hotel industry has lost the 
confidence of some lodging shoppers.  They 
have found the more detailed information 
that they want elsewhere.  But I do not think 
this loss of relevance (and relationship) is 
irretrievable.   

The hopeful news is that many hotel 
brands are working to deepen and enrich 
their Websites.   The blogs that I mentioned 
earlier, the addition of mapping, more (and 
more honest) photography for every room 
type – entire galleries of photos and videos, 
neighborhood tips and community calendars 
– will restore some of that lost confidence 
and reclaim some of those lost shoppers.  
They are ours to welcome back, or lose, 
depending on how well we address their 
information needs related to convenience, 
comfort, security and value.
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